


 

potential of local government. 
That said I am willing to consider a contribution pro bono as the approach to 2020 is devised.
I wrote last year with similar points prior to the controversy and received a one line response that did
not acknowledge the points I made. 
I would prefer a response that acknowledges the following points.
Key points for this year’s budget and reviewing fees and charges for boat sheds and bathing boxes...
1. Victorian Legislation.
Review the Local Government Act Vic. While it provides broad powers to set and collect fees and
charges it also has equity and fairness as a key objective. 
There is a new Victorian Draft Marine and Costal Policy being developed for 2020. The Policy will
guide decision-makers (including local councils and land managers) to deliver coordinated and
consistent planning, management and sustainable use of our coast and marine environment. The
Shire approach should anticipate key directions of this policy when setting fees and charges on Public
Land. The approach to fees and charges approach directly effects use of the Public Land. 

2. Consistent Public Land Management.
Ultimately the foreshore managers as Committees of Management are responsible to the appropriate
Victorian Government Minister. The Shire should obtain good quality advice from DELWP coastal
mangers in regard to determining costs. Check how raising costs on Public Land is usually undertaken
and consider being consistent with the approach taken by other coastal land managers. This is a more
defendable position. 
3. A broad, fair look at Foreshore revenue.
To meet a portion of the costs associated with the sustainable management of the Shires foreshore
it’s important to consider all foreshore uses when setting new fees and charges. (Remembering 1&2)

Boat shed and bathing box licence holders currently feel ‘targeted’. The, at times, strident tone used
by Mayor Gill and the repeated reporting of offhand remarks by senior council officers regarding “easy
pickings” (whether truthful reporting or not) has detracted from a community perception of an objective
and fair approach. The Shire needs to show that all potential foreshore revenue opportunities have
been fairly reviewed and that any changes to fees and charges are fair and equitable (see 1.) 
The Shire needs to demonstrate that other user groups including; seasonal campers, commercial
businesses, commercial walking and bus tours, open air gyms, dog walkers, people parking in
maintained carparks, clubs and associations with premises on the Crown Land, events held for profit
on the foreshore, markets, shows etc. have been carefully considered and included or excluded in a
medium term approach to raising revenue to meet foreshore costs. The approach also needs to clear
explaining the foreshores are maintained for all Shire residents, holiday home owners and the wider
visiting Victoria community. 
To reduce the impact on rate payers the strategy should be include a responsive approach to
accessing state and federal coastal and tourism grants that can assist in offsetting the cost of regional
and national visitation.
There is a need to provide simple Shire statement regarding the value, costs and benefits of boat-
shed and bathing-box licences to the community. The current shire policy is a strong starting point but
is unlikely to be accesses by the general public. 
A well composed paragraph that reflects contemporary coastal planning, the heritage contributions,
community values , local identity and how these licences work with general foreshore management
would guide the shire approach. This statement would inform and guide the setting of fees and
charges.
The paragraph(s) could also describe how the Shire expects the boat-shed and bathing boxes
licences to be used e.g. regularly, for non-commercial purposes, for quiet recreation and enjoyment,
consistent with their heritage and with Shire Policy, by families and individuals, sharing and hosting- to
make best use of the asset is encouraged etc.
4. “Exclusive use and market rates” 
These terms have been provided as emotive, poorly defined reasons/concepts for the previous
substantial fees and charges rise. 
In reality there are many elements to be considered and there are many contributing attributes. The
use of these attributes and their impact on determining the final cost should be the unambiguous and
available to the public. These previously loose terms need to be properly defined. 
Some these attributes include: What is being sold, the structure, first option on a reissued licence or
both? Does on selling of licences on public land have a degree of uncertainty? Period of Licence
offered. Current prices and history of prices (by location and amenity). What is on offer if a site
becomes unviable- cancellation or an alternative site. How the existing transfer mechanism works-
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(does it reflect or inflate costs)? What impact does the role of real estate agent have on prices- should
additional commissions impact on licence costs? 
What is exclusive use - how is this different /similar to a car or boat trailer/mooring/ picnic blanket site
etc.? Is sharing the site among friends and family seen as a positive or not a factor?
What are the user’s obligations rights and responsibilities? Importantly what portion /percentage of the
available public land is handed over to this exclusive use. It may be may/not be less than significant
portion of the total similar area available for public use. Exclusive use by the Shire/by campers over
the most desirable part of the year should also be acknowledged. 

What benefits to the licence holder are provided by the shire: Waste removal in summer, other waste
removal, public toilet access, parking, pedestrian access to beach, tree risk management, summer
camping toilet access, fire management works, annual inspections, advice in conjunction with Vic
Police in regard to break ins fire theft and vandalism? 
Quantifying the benefits to the shire provided by licence holders is more difficult but a discussion of
market rates should acknowledge: Maintaining a heritage asset, maintaining a tourism asset, (by
providing some year around presence) improving the reporting of antisocial behaviour, dog and other
shire bylaw/rule non-compliance, environmental changes/emergencies and rubbish dumping. The
custodial role is valuable to the Shire but to what degree? 
There would be benefits in an open discussion on who may hold a licence. The discussion needs
acknowledge the principles of equity but also examine pragmatic reasons to limit or not limit
ownership to Shire residents or rate payers. The licences are there to be used and maybe that
commuting from the city to use a boat shed is generally impractical given the variability of weather,
traffic etc. Is the number of derelict and neglected boat sheds linked to out of Shire licence holders?
Would costs, the foreshore delivery and ‘market value’ would be impacted on by maintaining the
current open approach or returning to the Shire resident approach?

5. Bench-marking.
If including bench marking is included in the process of the fees and charges review it needs to be
transparent and defendable. 
It would be better if the benchmarking approach was made public prior to the work and the key factors
explained. 
The number of licences managed by the council is a key factor as there can be economies of scale. 
Other key bench marking parameters could include the financial and social demographic of the
owners and potential owners, number of licenses available, price rise history over say 10 years, length
of licence arrangements, stability of the coast/number of cancelled licences, licence periods and the
ease of pedestrian and car access. Additional local fees and charges such as parking costs and even
residential rates need to be considered. The costs currently needed to be met by the foreshore
manager are also part of the equation, some sections require a lot of maintenance and council input
others do not. 
Getting council officers to "take a look” at a couple of other Port Phillip deliveries is not really bench
marking and won’t be taken seriously in the next budget cycle. Western Port also has some similar
licences. Parks Victoria manages pier shed, mooring and berthing licences on Port Phillip and
Western Port. These licences are in demand and have similar footprints and provide similar
opportunities for individuals or businesses. 
The importance of benchmarking in setting fees and charges also needs to be provided upfront,
bench marking can simply be used as a check on a well-developed funding strategy or it can drive a
reform and be a primary factor. The Shire should clarify the role of bench marking in the 2020 fees
and charges. 
6. Reasonable advice regarding outcomes.
The budget proposed needs to show precisely what the fees for boat-shed and bathing-boxes charges
for 2020 will be and this cost should be easy to interpret by the community. 
Following last year’s submission I viewed what I understood to be the proposed budget on the Shire
website following the link which I think was provided (in my one line acknowledgement of my fairly
detailed comments). My recollection is that there were not specific fees or charges listed when I
looked rather ‘To Be Advised’. My next piece of Shire information was a Rates Notice with an
approximate 85% increase. 
Given the unrest and negative feedback generated by this approach it would be important to post in
detail the proposed fees and charges and personally advise licence holders subject to significant
increases (or fees and charges similar to 2019) if they were pending. This would give the community
time to make personal budget adjustments and meet the higher costs. 
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I am happy to discuss this submission further with the Mayor, CEO, Councillors or Council Officers.
Regards Wayne Hill
Life On The Water
www.lifeonthewater.com

All or any part of this submission will be made public and I have read the confidentiality statements
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